Short-term plasticity at primary afferent synapse in rat spinal dorsal horn and its biological function.
Short-term plasticity (STP) is an important element of information processing in neuronal networks. As the first synaptic relay between primary afferent fibers (PAFs) and central neurons, primary afferent synapses in spinal dorsal horn (DH) are essential to the initial processing of somatosensory information. In this research, we examined the STP between Adelta-PAFs and spinal DH neurons by patch-clamp recording. Our results showed that depression dominated the STP at primary afferent synapses. The curves of STP had no significant changes in the presence of bicuculline, CTZ or AP-5. Lowering extracellular Ca(2+) concentration ([Ca(2+)](o)) from 2.4 to 0.8 mM reduced the depression of synaptic responses at all stimulus rates, while raising [Ca(2+)](o) from 2.4 to 4.0 mM increased the synaptic depression. Increasing the bath temperature from 24 to 32 degrees C clearly reduced the depression of all responses. These results indicate that the observed STP is of presynaptic origin and depends on transmitter release. By fitting the experimental data recorded under different conditions, a model of STP was used to quantitatively characterize the observed STP and to analyze the possible mechanisms underlying the effects of [Ca(2+)](o) and temperature. Furthermore, using a model neuron receiving synaptic inputs, we found that with this form of STP, postsynaptic DH neurons could detect rate changes in both rapidly- and slowly-firing afferents with equal sensitivity. The present study links the intrinsic STP properties of primary afferent synapses with their role in processing neural information, and provides a basis for further research on the STP in spinal DH and its biological function under in vivo conditions.